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Abstract
The activity recognition research has remained popular al-
though the first steps were taken almost two decades ago.
While the first ideas were more like a-proof-of-concept stud-
ies the area has become a fruitful soil to novel methods of
machine learning, to adaptive modeling, signal fusion and
several different types of application areas. Nevertheless,
one of the slowing aspects in methodology development
is the burden in collecting and labeling enough versatile
data sets. In this article, a MyoGym data set is introduced
to be used in activity recognition classifier development, in
development of models for unseen activities, in signal fu-
sion, and many other areas not yet known. The data set
includes 6D motion signals and 8 channel electromyogram
data from 10 persons and from 30 different gym exercises,
each of them consisting a set of ten repetitions. The bench-
mark results provided, in this article, are in purpose made
straightforward that their repetitiveness should be easy for
any newcomer in the area.
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Introduction
Human activity recognition is a research area where wear-
able sensors based information is used to recognize human
activities. The overall activity recognition process includes
a data set collected from the activities wanted to be rec-
ognized, preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction
and selection, and classification [9]. For example, activity
recognition is used in recognizing daily activities [4, 28], in
sport sector [22, 10] and in monitoring of assembly tasks
[26, 16].

Sidefigure 1: Myo sensor

One of the most time consuming step in activity recognition
research is the data collection phase. Although, there cur-
rently are several open data sets [1, 20, 5, 3, 25, 6, 7, 8, 24,
19, 27, 11] many of those are based merely on IMU data
and more versatile data sets would be needed to renew the
approaches. In this article, an open data set collected using
Myo sensor, providing accelerometer and gyroscope data
as well as 8 channel electromyogram data, is introduced.
The data set is collected as streaming data from gym exer-
cises, but unlike in previous studies [10, 22, 21] the amount
and the similarity of the gym exercises is in purpose ex-
ploded to provide more challenging data set. In addition,
the gym data provides fruitful environment when consid-
ering the problem of handling activities belonging to the
null-class.

While the IMUs are commonly used in activity recognition
the electromyogram (EMG), on the other hand, is mainly
used to measures muscles to see the power needed to per-
form, for example, certain gym exercises [14]. Neverthe-
less, to be able to do that EMG device has to be positioned
directly on the muscle to be measured while with Myo this
was not possible. Thus the sensors are not positioned to
the actual trained muscle but they are kept in the same lo-
cation throughout the data collection. Moreover, while the

EMG-sensors are attached in the forearm of the user the
movement of individual fingers also effect to the tension of
the forearm muscles which should be noted in future stud-
ies.

By now the introduced data set has been used when study-
ing how to recognize unseen activities as gym activities
instead of belonging to the null-class [18] and to study if
EMG-data provide benefits in actual activity recognition
[17]. Nevertheless, the articles just scratch the surface and
in both the angular velocity information is totally left out. On
the other hand, in a distinct study not related to MyoGym
data set [29] Myo sensor has also been used as a refer-
ence sensor to textile pressure mapping sensors in a gym
setting.

In this article, all the MyoGym data set provided sensor
data are combined and a benchmark recognition results are
presented. The data set is available through [2] as a raw
signals and labels for every data point, as well as feature
vectors and their labels as introduced in this article.

Sensors and Data Collection
The data were collected using a Myo Armband [23]. Myo
includes 8 electromyogram (EMG) sensors and a nine-axis
IMU containing three-axis gyroscope, three-axis accelerom-
eter, three-axis magnetometer (magnetometer data not
available within data set). It is developed for gesture recog-
nition purposes and thus meant to be worn in a forearm
of the user. In our study, the Myo was located at the right
forearm positioned so that the IMU was on the top of the
forearm while the 8 EMG sensors located evenly distributed
around the arm (Sidefigure 1). In this study the frequency of
50 Hz were used in data collection.

The actual data were collected from 10 persons and from
30 different gym exercises, each of them consisting a set of



Table 1: Exercises and their class labels.

Class Name Muscle group Posture One-arm, both Equipment
or alternate

1 Seated Cable Rows Middle Back Seated Both Cable
2 One-Arm Dumbbell Row Middle Back Bent Over One-arm Dumbbell
3 Wide-Grip Pulldown Behind The Neck Lats Sitting Both Cable
4 Bent Over Barbell Row Middle Back Bent Over Both Barbell
5 Reverse Grip Bent-Over Row Middle Back Bent Over Both Barbell
6 Wide-Grip Front Pulldown Lats Sitting Both Cable
7 Bench Press Chest On back Both Barbell
8 Incline Dumbbell Flyes Chest Seated inclined Both Dumbbell
9 Incline Dumbbell Press Chest Seated inclined Both Dumbbell

10 Dumbbell Flyes Chest On back Both Dumbbell
11 Pushups Chest On hands & knees Both Own weight
12 Leverage Chest Press Chest Seated Both Machine
13 Close-Grip Barbell Bench Press Triceps On back Both Barbell
14 Bar Skullcrusher Triceps On back Both Barbell
15 Triceps Pushdown Triceps Standing Both Cable rope
16 Bench Dip / Dip Triceps Weight on hands Both Own weight
17 Overhead Triceps Extension Triceps Standing Both Barbell Plate
18 Tricep Dumbbell Kickback Triceps Bent Over One-arm Dumbbell
19 Spider Curl Biceps Sitting Both E-Z Curl Bar
20 Dumbbell Alternate Bicep Curl Biceps Standing Alternate Dumbbell
21 Incline Hammer Curl Biceps Seated inclined Both Dumbbell
22 Concentration Curl Biceps Seated One-arm Dumbbell
23 Cable Curl Biceps Standing Both Cable Bar
24 Hammer Curl Biceps Standing Alternate Dumbbell
25 Upright Barbell Row Shoulders Standing Both Barbell
26 Side Lateral Raise Shoulders Standing Both Dumbbell
27 Front Dumbbell Raise Shoulders Standing Alternate Dumbbell
28 Seated Dumbbell Shoulder Press Shoulders Seated Both Dumbbell
29 Car Drivers Shoulders Standing Both Barbell Plate
30 Lying Rear Delt Raise Shoulders On stomach Both Dumbbell
0 NULL

ten repetitions. The exercises were mostly done using free
weights, and for every upper body muscle group, data from
six different exercises were collected (Table 1, the names
of the exercises are consistent with the names provided
in [13]). All the test subjects were asked to act as normal
as they can through the whole data collection period and

they were allowed to freely select the weights they used.
While the data set was gathered as a continuous signal,
most of the data set comprised of data between distinct
exercise sets in which the subject moved around at the
gym, changed weights, stretched or just stayed still (null-
data). Altogether, there were more than 11 hours of data
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Figure 1: 10 second long 6D motion signals from exercises a) 1-6, b) 7-12, c) 13-18, d) 19-24, e) 25-30, f) 99 (x=blue, y=red and z=yellow) and
g) 1-6, h) 7-12, i) 13-18, j) 19-24, k) 25-30, l) 99 (x=pitch, y=roll and z=yaw).



Figure 2: 8 channel EMG signal and the corresponding class labels at bottom (classes 19, 25 and 26, respectively).



Table 2: Features calculated from acceleration and gyroscope data and from EMG signals. As Hjort parameter the mobility parameter (i.e. the
square root of the ratio of the variance of the first derivative of the signal) was used.

Sensor Features
Acc Hjorth parameters, std, mean, max, min, prctiles (5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90 and 95), zero and mean crossings,

FFT sums (1, 1-5 and 6-10), entropy, and correlation between channels
Gyro Hjorth parameters, std, mean, max, min, prctiles (5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90 and 95), zero and mean crossings,

FFT sums (1, 1-5 and 6-10) and entropy
EMG std, mean, max, min, prctiles (5, 10, 25, 50, 75, 90 and 95), sum of values larger than 25, 50 and 100

(2017041x17 double vector) of which 77 percent was con-
sidered as null-data. Figure 1 show examples of 6D motion
signals for all the different exercises. From every exercise
there is selected a 10 second representative, from a single
person showing approximately 3 repetitions from an exer-
cise. To save space the exercises targeted to same muscle
group are illustrated in the same subfigures although it has
to me remembered that in MyoGym data set there is always
null-data between exercises. In Figure 2 it is shown the real
streaming signal while the figure illustrated the 8 EMG sig-
nals collected during 3 different exercises (19, 25 and 26)
as well as from null-data in the between.

Feature Extraction
To make results straightforward in this study, all the sensor
data was kept unprocessed. A sliding window method with
a window length of 4 seconds and a slide of a second was
utilized to divide the streaming data into suitable segments
for feature extraction.

The features extracted included mostly basic statistical and
time-domain features presented in Table 2. Altogether 57
acceleration, 54 angular velocity and 112 EMG -based fea-
tures were extracted.

The final feature set, nevertheless, did not include all the
features, but best features were selected using sequential

forward selection (sfs) method.

At this point, it has to be noted that in feature extraction at
maximum 48 windows achieved a NaN value in calculation
(e.g. in Hjorth parameters) but because they consisted only
observations from null-class they were just removed from
feature matrices. After this, the final data set included alto-
gether 40 253 windows and 223 features.

Classification Results
The achieve the recognition results presented leave-one-
person-out cross-validation was used. Although, it is shown
to add a bias to the results when using simultaneously
with sfs feature selection [15] it is widely adopted in activ-
ity recognition studies and thus also used in the paper.

Two different classifiers were used to report the results:
linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and quadratic discrimi-
nant analysis (QDA). The LDA and QDA model the class-
conditional densities parametrically as multivariate normals
[12]. In practice, QDA separates classes using nonlinear
decision boundaries while LDA uses linear decision bound-
aries. Both of the methods are fast to train, easy to imple-
ment and the memory requirements are small thus making
them well-liked in practical applications and devices.



Table 3: The average classification accuracy for different sensor
combinations and amount of features selected using LDA and
QDA classifiers.

Sensors Classifier Accuracy # features
All LDA 71.6 55

Acc + gyro LDA 67.8 52
Acc + EMG LDA 68.5 54
Gyro + EMG LDA 44.7 89

Acc LDA 62.0 35
Gyro LDA 37.7 36
EMG LDA 20.7 14

All QDA 66.0 32
Acc + gyro QDA 62.4 19
Acc + EMG QDA 62.6 14
Gyro + EMG QDA 45.1 33

Acc QDA 58.7 11
Gyro QDA 39.9 23
EMG QDA 19.1 17

In Table 3 there are shown the accuracies of every indi-
vidual sensor and with different combinations using both
LDA and QDA classifiers. The accuracies are calculated
as class-wise averages for one person at a time which are
then averaged to achieve the final average accuracy. More-
over, in the table it is shown how many features were se-
lected in which case.

As a result it can be seen, not surprisingly, that the best ac-
curacy was achieved when using all the sensors available
with LDA classifier. Nevertheless, the actual accuracy is not
as high as many times reported in activity recognition stud-
ies. This, however, was already intended when selecting
the very similar gym exercises to the data set. Interesting
aspect in the sensor combination is that although the EMG
sensors alone seem to have very poor separation capabil-
ity when using them combined with acceleration data they
do provide more accurate recognition than gyroscope data.
Nevertheless, the acceleration data is the one containing

Figure 3: Confusion matrix of LDA classification using all the
sensor information.

the most information.

The actual classification confusion matrix is shown only in
the case of the highest accuracy achieved when using data
from all of the sensors and LDA in classification. These
results can be seen as Figure 3. From the matrix the first
clear remark is that the null-data (class 0) is the one mixing
the results the most. While in many open activity recogni-
tion sets, especially considering daily activities, all the data
is meaningful, when there are actually data that can contain
almost everything it will harm the recognition accuracies.
Another remark from the table is that the classes mixing
the most do contain data from exercises of the same mus-
cle group. In the most of the cases there are two classes
mixing with each other like classes 3 (Wide-grip pulldown
behind the neck) and 6 (Wide-grip front pulldown), 8 (Incline
Dumbbell Flyes) and 10 (Dumbbell Flyes) but with biceps



almost all the exercises are mixing with each other. These
exercises are of course very similar, nevertheless, all these
exercises include subtle changes although their separation
is not trivial.

Discussion
As noted earlier, the purpose of this article was to present
MyoGym data set including EMG sensor data not yet openly
available for activity recognition at this extent. Authors do
admit that when extracting more suitable features and op-
timizing the classifier a slight improvement for the overall
accuracy can be achieved but on the other hand the LDA
has been shown to outperform many more sophisticated
methods in real world activity recognition. Thus the authors
anticipate that to actually make remarkable improvements
to the classification accuracies more versatile approaches
are required.

One solution anticipated is based on novel signal fusion ap-
proaches. In the article, the most straightforward approach
was selected and the signal fusion was only approached
by combining features calculated from different signals with
a single classifier. An interesting aspect would be to see
which sensors would perform the best when using separate
classifiers for the most similar exercises or do the signal fu-
sion reveals time points when the actual separation can be
done.

On the other hand, the data set can be used for other pur-
poses than just to improve classification processes, includ-
ing for example segmentation and unseen activity recog-
nition. In [18] it was already shown that the EMG sensor
performs the best when considering separation of unseen
activities from null-data. In the article, for one person at a
time in the most complicated scenario only data from a sin-
gle muscle group (6 exercises) and null-data was used for

training while the remaining four sets (24 exercises) were
used to test if a novel data point was null-data or exercise
data. When comparing this to the current state-of-the-art,
e.g. [22, 21], where the separation of exercise and null-data
is mainly approached using segmentation and moreover,
using segmentation optimized based on the existing activi-
ties the data set has plenty to offer.

Nevertheless, although the data set can be used in seg-
mentation, in this article any segmentation method to re-
move the null-data before the actual activity recognition was
not used. However, it has to be noted that even removing
the null-data before the activity recognition do not improve
the classification accuracies remarkably. With this data set
the accuracy when removing the null-data but otherwise
using the same procedure (sfs feature selection, leave-one-
person-out LDA classification and class-wise averaging) the
accuracy achieved is only 75.7 percents i.e. 4 percentage
units higher than with null-data.

Conclusion
In the activity recognition area the collection and labeling
the data is one of the most time consuming steps and in the
most cases it slows down the methodology development.
The gym data recognition have been in high interest in null-
data point of view but also semantic approaches have been
developed utilizing the data. One of the disadvantages, nev-
ertheless, has been that the data collected actually includes
in many cases easily separable exercises. With the data set
introduced in the article this is not the case. The classes
are highly similar and their distinction requires novel ap-
proaches in signal fusion side but also in classifier develop-
ment. Moreover, novel segmentation approached for null-
data removal can be tested using the data set provided.
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